JANICEʼS STORY
OF HER ABORTION

I never realized I was going in
for a surgery to have my baby
killed.
The abortionist didnʼt even
explain about other options.
They never mentioned the
word “Adoption.” They would
not have made any money by
doing that! Abortion is a
business! They had nothing to
profit by giving me the help I
needed!

Donʼt believe them. They want
your money! Whichever decision
you choose between adoption or
abortion, you will always wonder
about that child; his or her looks,
personality, smile, character. I
wonder about those things.
You are a mother if you are
pregnant! You will still be a
mother if you abort!
Only you will be the mother of a
dead baby! You have a living
growing baby in your womb.
Give him Life!
Immediately after my abortion, I
went to my job at a local fast food
restaurant and I proceeded to the
rest room and filled the toilet with
blood. I was very, very scared! I
knew this was not normal. I knew
my periods werenʼt like this and
the cramping was excruciating!
The bleeding got worse.

I believe now when I look
back that I was
hemorrhaging. I had blood
clots the size of grapefruit!
And I bled like that for two
more days!
It was as if we were in an
assembly line! We were all
waiting to have our babies
vacuumed out of our bellies!
I know how this has
shattered lives!
When the actual procedure
was over I felt very empty.
It was still a roller-coaster
ride because of the
bleeding.
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Do you feel you were lied
to or deceived by the
abortion provider?
Absolutely! They were
concerned about money!
We are not animals; we
are human beings with a
conscience and with the
ability to stay pure for the
person God has intended
us to marry. I wish I could
have given my virginity to
my husband whom I truly
adore! I felt violated and
raped of $350.00!
Without the Lordʼs healing
I would have had a hard
time dealing with the
blood on my hands!
Abortion is not a quick fix.
Itʼs not a bandage you can
put on the sore. When
that bandage falls off, a
scar remains forever!
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Growing and maturing in a
relationship with God has taken the
pain from my pasts sins. Jesus
alone is the only healer of our hurts.
Going through the grieving process
for my child, as you would for
anyone you have lost to death is
very important. For those that
have had multiple abortions, your
sin is not worse than my abortion of
one. Sin is sin. Ask God for
forgiveness; repent; then He sees
them no more.
Donʼt believe the lies! Everyone
makes mistakes, but we can take
responsibility for them and make
the right choices. Choices we can
truly live with and be proud of!
You may have been told that
Abortion was a good choice, or
option for you, but life is very
precious, and everyone that is
aborted is precious. There is
something that you can do: You
can help save some babies by
speaking up. Life is our First
Inalienable Right!
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You can change the world.
You can say enough is
enough. You can say,
“LIFE is our First Alienable
Right!” Stay Pure and Stay
Free!
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